Programme, 4 June, 2015, 12h30-16h30
Venue: Vor Frue Plads 5, Meeting room 1, University of Copenhagen
Sign up to gv.jensen@nbi.ku.dk before 29 May

How can industry use x-rays and neutrons to reveal the nanoscale structure of their products?

And how can the full potential of the available techniques be exploited?

These questions have been addressed through the NXUS project by performing a series of industry case studies in collaboration with university scientists, and covering both life science and materials R&D, thereby highlighting the many possible applications.

At this workshop we wish to gather present and potential future industrial collaborators and users of x-ray and neutron facilities, such as the up-coming ESS and MAX IV in Lund, for mutual inspiration and to discuss the results from the case studies with a view towards the future.

Welcome!
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